




What the Bible 
says to us 
about our 

bodies/sex/
gender



Dividing the human race into two 
genders, male and female – one or 

the other, not both, and not one 
then the other – is not the 

invention of Victorian prudes or 
patriarchal oafs. It was God’s idea.’

Kevin DeYoung



What the Bible 
says to us 
about our 

bodies/sex/
gender



“Pink being a more decided and 
stronger colour, is more suitable 
for the boy, while blue, which is 

more delicate and dainty, is 
prettier for the girl.”

Ladies Home Journal 1918 



Transgender + 
Gender 

dysphoria



“individuals with gender dysphoria 
experience real feelings of distress about 

their gender identity. These are 
authentic experiences, where their 

heart’s desire is telling them one thing 
about themselves while their body is 

saying something else.” 
Andrew Walker.



How does Romans 8:18-25 help us 
answer why people may have these 

issues?
Does the bible offer any hope?



“Chromosones cannot be re-engineered, removed or 
scrubbed from the software of our bodies... A trans 

woman can grow his hair long and wear high heels and 
pump estrogen into his body. And a trans man can cut 

their hair short, and force testosterone in her body. All of 
this is an active pushing against the body’s internal 

software. Unable to decode ourselves from the genetics of 
our physical becoming, we are left to rearrange anatomical 

aesthetics and coerce ourselves in a direction that runs 
against nature.” Tony Reinke
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Gender 
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Questions?



“Most people born with intersex 
conditions do view themselves as 

belonging to one binary sex or another. 
They simply see themselves as a man or 
a woman with a birth condition like any 

other.” 
Emi Koyama, Poland- based Intersex 

Initiative. 



Names of rare diseases where binary sex is not 
clear:

Congenital Adrenal Hyperplasia 1 in 13,000 
births

Complete Androgen Insensitivity Syndrome 1 
in 13,000 births

Partial Androgen Insensitivity Syndrome 1 in 
131,000 births

Ovotestes 1 in 80,000 births



Questions?


